
7th Grade World Studies 

Welcome to 7th Grade History – World Studies! This year, we will study an overview 

of the major events and places in the history of our world. A couple of our main 

goals are to learn historical events as they actually happened (even if it is not what 

we wish had happened) and to view historical events through the lens of what 

Scripture teaches – this is what we call a biblical worldview.  

The following information will help you know what to expect in our class. 

Attendance 

When a student is absent, it is the student’s responsibility to get class notes from a 

classmate. Students may get class assignments from either the teacher or a 

trustworthy classmate. Students should see the teacher to coordinate making up 

missed tests or quizzes.  

 

Binder 

One section of the seventh grade binder will be used for history class. We will use 

vertically-lined paper to insure neat notetaking. A supply of this paper should be 

kept in the folder divider of the binder. We will use a ruler to line the paper; a ruler 

should be kept in the student binder.  

 

Grades 

Grades are tabulated with the following percentages: 

 Quizzes – 25% 

 Tests – 75% 

 

Homework 

Reading: Reading will be assigned approximately two times per week. If students 

work diligently, they should have little problem completing the reading in class. 

They will be given one or two questions over the reading that will occasionally count 

as a pop quiz grade.  

 

Current Events: Students will do approximately three current events per quarter. 

These will count for two quiz grades. Students will be assigned an online article 

(accessible by QR code). Further instructions will be posted with the first 

assignment. 

 

Supplies  

Students should always bring their history textbook and history activity book, their 

binder, paper, ruler, a blue or black pen, a red pen, and colored pencils.  

 


